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THE MIDDLE DUTCH NI8EWNGEN FRAGMENTS 

R.W ..... ld 

There are two Middle Dutch Nlbelungen Frag
ments, four manuacrlptpages, known 88 Man .... 
script T.1 These .hort Fragments. dl8covered by 
c.P. Seri'ure In the 183O's,2are now In the 
collection of the BrItish Mueeum.Both Frag
ment. are related In content to the well-known 
Middle High German epic, 1* Nlbelun .... _ 
and evidence eugQeete the period 1260-128()3 
88 the copying date for both. Fragment I relates 

. the acene during the hunt where SivrIt release •. 
and then recapture. a wild bear at the hunting . 
camp. Fragment II describe •. the lament of 
Krlemhllt and the people after Sivrita murder. In 
the centu yanda half since Serru ..... discovery 
of the Fragments. there has been very little 
scholarly Interest; In fact, secondary literature 
on these Fragments Is extremely sparse.. Only 
two articles of note have appeared In the past 18 
years, and these two, the first byp.a Selm0n4 
and the other by Norbert Voorwinden.5 confirm 
the nearly unanimous conclusion of their f. 
pred8Ce880r'8: Me. T Is a very bad Middle Dutch . 
tran.lation of two eDl80de8 from the Middle 
High German Nlbelungnllecl. Though It I. quite 
impoaaible to open the file on Me. T In order to 
.upport ·the notion· that It i. actually a high
quality translation from the Nlbelung.nl"" 
certain contradiction. In the literature Indicate 
that a detailed prosodic analyel. of the Me. T 
Fragments Is well worth doing. Furthermore, 88 
will be 888n In what follows, the results of this 
prosodic analyala auggeat a new position of 
importance for the· Me. T Fragments: they appear 
not to be bad tranaiatlOns from the MHG Nlbe
lungenll", but rather to be remnants from an 
earlier, now Io8t, Low Franconlan tradition of 
heroic epic. . 

Salmon builds a strong case against asaIgnlng 
too much Importance to Me. T. He considers It a 
tranaiatlon from the MHG Nlbelungenllecl and 
further believes he can identify the IQ branch of 
MHG Nlbelungen manuscripts .. the text from· 
which the Middle Dutch tran.lator worked. He 
cites the following points .. evidence of the low . 
quality of the translatIOn: .. 
1) 'The translator appeera to Jumble WOrdIln order to find a 

myme. . . 
2) The tranelator appeara to make aeveraI grammatical 

errora. . 
3) The ICe'" when compared with theoriglnalIMmtobe 

depicted Illogically. 
4) The tranelator ..... fllIe, veraea such as cIat doe Ie u 

.....n much too frequently. 
Salmon Is aware. however, that not all the 

evidence supports the concluaion that Me. T Is a 
poor tranaiatlofl from the Nlbelungenlled. He 
cites two bite of evidence which might Indicate 
that the .Fragments are actually based on older 
texts. 
1) The Ma. TFragmenta ........... thanthecorreepondlng 

dIpIctionIln the ............. nlled ........ 13thocentury 
. tranIIatlonl ,e.g.. MHG epIca from French models) are 

. ..... than the orIgInaIa. .. 
2) The IongIInI rhymed couPlet lithe organizing unit of the 

Middle Dutch Fragmenta, a form much older than the 4-
line .... 0I'gInIzIng the MHG NlbelunClln IongIIneI. 

Salmon concludes, however, that the Me. T 
Fragments do not descend from a different 
tradition of heroic 8Ong8 about SlvriL For Salmon. 
the evidence Indicating a mediocre tran.latlng 
effort welghl more h_vtly on the seales. 

Voorwinden differs with Selmon only Ir. certain 
details. He brlltles with 8Ome~1I1ty at the 
aaaumption he .... behind the labeling of the 
two Middle Dutch Fragments 81 Milo T of the 
. Nlbelungenlled, namely the aaaumption that 
Middle Dutch Is a dialect of Middle High German. 
Voorwtnden also diaagreee with Selmon'lidentt
flcatlon of the IQ branch of MHG Nlbelungen 
manuscripts 88 the texts from which the Middle 
Dutch tranalatorworked. He demon.trates con
vlnclnglythat Me. T, If Qne perceive. It .. a trana- . 
latlon. Is not .ufflclently close to any .urvlvlng 
MHG manuscript to allow the establishing of a 
tranalatlon-orlglnal relationship. But such die
agreements amount to little more than bickering 
over details. On ·the ·maln points. Voorwlnden 
agree. entirely with Salmon. After considering 
the poaaIbillty that Me. T might be a late survivor 
of an Independent Dutch tradition of oral he~ . 
epic. he. re)ect8 the notion and concludes, .. 
does Salmon. that the Middle Dutch Fragment. 
are very poor translations from the MHG NI ... 
lungenllecl. 
. . Given the .llm evidence In favor of viewing 
Me. T as a late survivor of an early Low Fran
conlan tradition. one would have to agree, how
eV*r reluctantly, with th. conclusion of Salmon . 
and Voorwtnden. Any revt_n of their Judgment 
will require the Introduction of ,. .. evidence. 
Though Salmon and Voorwinden undertake a 
fairly detailed linguistic Investigation, ne~ther 



anal.yzes the pro~o~y Qt ~h~ ~ra~Q1~9t~, ,lit .!~~~~,~":~~i,i ii<" 
not In the mannero"~Hecent pr6sedlc1n"estH;:i'.i~:;';!· 
gation of Nibelungen Ms. B.6Inthisanalysis, tre, 
distribution of such linguistic features as lexic~7',;ii:hl:}';'i/ 
lity across the halflines of the verse revealed ~.J'i " 

structuring principles of poetic form more pro-
found than such externals as the presence of 
caesura and rhyme. Given the factor of dO~Q~ 
introduced by both Salmon and Voo,!:Winden 
concerning thetrue provenanc&Qf theseM;ddle 
Dutch Fragmentsj itseems'possJble theta de
taileciprosodicir:lvestigation of the type~already 
completed for Nibelungen Ms.,S might yield 
invaluable additionalevidence,'c'" " 

Before a prosodic analysis can proceed, hQW' 
ever, some prel,iminary remarks',are in order. 
Nibelungen Ms. B represents a text and poetic 
formfrornthe late 12th or ea.rly 1 ~th century~ it 
can be viewed as a single point in the dynamic 
process of changing poetics. The results of a 
pros. " ,analysis of Ms. T are likely also to 
reve;! ",point,'perhaps an earlier or a later pOint, 
in th~l'~'~rmanic verse tradition. Thus, in order to 
interpret theresults,it is important first tosum-' 
niarizethe d~Yelo'Pment of certain:key prosodic 
characterisfiC;s in the Germanic traditioh frOm ils 
beginnings on up to ca:the'17thcentury)'ln 
short, we, need a thumbnail sketch of the Ger
manic:versetradition to provide us a framework 
within which we can interpret the ' results of our 
prosodic analysis of Ms. T. ' , ",. "', i·," ,~<:, ' 

It is generally agreed that heroic' epicorsoiig 
in all Germanic languages up through the.'9th 
century (and probablYbeyond) is composed in a 
verseform'known as Germanic alliterativeve~.7 
Though ·many freedoms are possible,theliterw
ture composed in this form shares the following 
characteristics. 
1) A long line broken by a caesura into halflines. 
2)' Each halfline with at least one alliterating syllable, some-

times two. ' , 
3) Alliterating syllables are mostly lexical, syllabfes in words 

which contributE'} something significant to tli~ meaning of 
the longline l.fnl6 Or, t() put this anotnerway fOr the 
modern reader, end rhyme is,Rot a structuring principle in 
alliter.ative verse.' i,' " 

4)" Line length as measur~d by,th~ number of syllables per 
halfline shows tremenc;lou.s Vl;i[iation. This variatio,n is 
especially striking in its contrast with the syllable-counting 
verse which domihat-es the Germanic tradition in later 
periods. ,', 't", ,~ 

Our thumbnail sketch will continue to focus on 
the four key prosodic categories introduced'1f'!1 I 

our,discussion·of alliterative,verseabove.',· ~,' 
In the 9th century, especially in the workso.i 

Otfried,one finds thebeghinings of end rhyme in 
the Germanic verse tradition. Over the ,several 
centuries between Otfried and th,e Ni"f~Fl9etr'· 
lied,8 the following changes occur:"', ".,', 
1) The longline broken by caesura into halflines continues, 

but it is joined in this period bya shortline, approximately 
the same length as the halfline. 
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2)A!Uter,atiQn r~edes in importance as end rhyme becomes 
", "increasi~gis(pbRIiJ14r. ~~Ithough some transitional texts 

appear to have both end rhyme and alliteration, end rhyme 
is far more important in this period as a structuring 
principle of the verse. Rhymed couplets invariably orga
nize the basic verse units. 

3) The distribution of lexical syllables is no longer an un
pl;I,tterned OCcufn;lnce of one or two at any point in the 
halfline·as was the case in ailiteratiIiEi'verse: Instead, a 
pattern, of altel'natiori begins to emerge: beginning as-

;, Recially intl1~sensj;t.h'er.l'tyme position, one finds alter- , 
rlating lexical and ,nonlexical syllables. This pattern of 
alternation is,c?,ne;whicli feels "natural" to modern rea,ders, 
I! seems loglq.~lt6 .assume,~owever, that so.~e transj-, 
tlonal early texts might combine endrhyme With the un
patterned occu tre nee of one or two lexical syllables per 

'halfline, 'as was evidenced in alliterative verse. Such 
transitional texts would not reve,al the alternatinglexicaV 
nonlexical pattern which comes to be associated with 
end rhyme verse. ' 

4) There remains sortie freedom in the lengths of halflines/ 
shortlines, but deviatiOns grow less as we approach the 
13th century. Romance syllable-counting verse is clearly 
exerting a s~rong influence on the Germanic verse of this 
period. 
The final period in' this thumbnail &ketcb 

stretches from'w~, Nibelu~genli"d' ~9th,e 
sw~eping '17,th-centl!ry prosodic reforms,9f 
D!Elnie!. He~nslus, pO~l'J~riz.e<;l.in Gf3r~~n¥ ~P.9 
Scandinavia by Martin OPltz.9 In 9~fleral, thiS 
period c,ontinuesthe trends:riotedabQv~;jn the 
transition from alliterativeto'endrhyme"ers~. : 
1) A few texts cont'fnu'e with 10hglines br,{)ken bycaes~ra, 

into halflines, thOugh now the mosf'frequent un,it Is thEi 
shortline. : ~c " , 

2) Endrhyme dominates; rhymed cOU.plets. organize tna 
basic verse units. In a t'ew cases such. as ti;)e\M 1:::/(3 NiI:)EI~ 
lungenlied, epic verse borrows a stanzaic fOIl'llfr.ol'l1 the 
lyric tradition. . ' .. ,,' ,." ., "', . 

3} The distributional pattern of lexical!nof1lexlcal syllables 
, across the line unit is one.of alternation, with the pattern 

most clearly evident in and near the rhyme position. 
4) Variation in line length virtually disappears as the tra

. dition becomes one of strictly syllable-counting verse, 
This all-too-brief sketch of the Germanic verse 

tradition has been of necessity highly selective, 
and I have taken the risk of oversimplification all 
alol1g the way. Keep in mind, hOwever, 'that the 
purpose of thfspresentafion is nbt the writing of 
a history of German ic verse, but the creation of a' 
'context within which .theresult~ of our prosodic 
analysls,ot M$~Tci3"n 'b~interpreted. If that 
contextemerge~wlt'h some clarity, then I hope 
to be forgiven for the'necessary ~ins ()f omiss,ion 
inmy outline. Allow me at this point to summarize, 
:again: very,' bri~fly, the. development we have 
trac6c:fin'each Of the four key pr~$ddiG,cateQories. 
1) From thelongline brokel;l by caesura into halflines, we 

diseerh'is trend to the more frequent use dftheshortline. 
2), Beginning witl:l.aUiterative verse, we experience a transj-, 

tiontoendrhyme verse. The e'ndrhyme verse is most 
frequentlyorganized,by rhymed couplets, although there 

, areS"few laterex6tnples (e.g:, NibeJuhgenlied) of stan-
zaic organization borrowed from the lyric tradition. 

3) The distribution of lexical/nonlexical syllables across the 
line units begins with the un patterned occurrence of one 
or two lexical syllables per halfline in alliterative verse 



and changes gradually thereafter to an underlying pattern 
of alternation in endrhyme verse; the alternating pattern 
emerges with particular clarity at or near the rhyme 
position. 

4) The length of line units in terms of the number of syllables 
begins with tremendous variations in alliterative verse, 
but then changes gradually in end rhyme verse to a 
strictly syllable-counting concept. 

An analysis of Ms. B of the Nibelungenlied has 
already revealed how this text fits into the pro
sodic tradition. Our analysis of Ms. T will have as 
its first purpose a prosodic comparison with Ms. 
B, and then, given differences between the 
MHG Ms. B and the Middle Dutch Ms. T, an 
attempt will be made to determine whether the 
pOints of contrast indicate for Ms.! an earlier or 
a later stage in the development of Germanic 
epic verse. 

We must begin our analysis of Ms. T with a 
careful investigation of the physical condition of 
the manuscript itself. Though transcriptions of 
Ms. T exist, a brief glance at the manuscript 
reveals that many halflines have been recon
structed totally or in part by helpful editors. 
These reconstructed halflines are inadmissible 
as evidence in our detailed analysis. Ms. T 
comprises four sheets, each with space for 36 
longlines. Thus, were the manuscript in perfect 
condition, the pages would offer us 288 halflines 
of text. Unfortunately, the manuscript has been 
trimmed, resulting in the loss of parts of 78 half
lines 10 and the exclusion of 5 complete half
Iines.11 Eleven additional halflines are in part 
indecipherable.12 Thus, our prosodic analysis 
will be based on the remaining 194 halflines,13 
verse units which are not mutilated and which 
are unambiguously decipherable. Subsequent 
references to Ms. T apply solely ~o the 194 
halflines which are the object of our analysiS. 

Physical evidence in Ms. T reveals that the 
scribe has marked each caesura with a dot. In 
Ms. B, the scribes seldom marked the caesura, 
including rather a rhyme dot at the end of almost 
all longlines. This emphasis on the caesural 
position versus the rhyme position in Ms. T may 
indicate a stubborn remnant from alliterative 
verse. One suspects, in any case, that the poet 
of Ms. T, as Salmon already noted, was not 
entirely comfortable with rhyme. Ms. T shows no 
phYSical evidence of being organized into stanzas. 
The only apparent organizing principle is the 
rhymed couplet. Ms. B, by contrast, shows fre
quent physical evidence of the 4-line stanza, 
since the scribes invariably initiate stanzas in 
the manuscript with a majuscule. Thus, the 
reader's visual impression of Ms. T is an unin-

. terrupted progression of longline couplets, bro
ken bycaesural dots into halflines, whereas Ms. 
B presents longline couplets ending with rhyme 
dots and, additionally, majuscules marking the 
division into 4-line stanzas. 
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Our calculations for Ms. T will proceed in 
much the same fashion as was accomplished 
with Ms. B.14 Variations in halfline length are 
quite limited in Ms. B. A range of 5-8 syllables 
accounts for 97.9% of ascending halflines, and a 
range of 4-7 syllables includes 97.7% of the 
descending halflines.15 In Ms. T, we find simi
larly tight constraints on halfline length: a" 
ascending halflines are included in the range of 
5-8 syllables, and 97.7% of descending halflines 
are included in the range of 4-7 syllables. Clearly, 
neither Ms. B norMs. T shows much affinity with 
the free variati~in in haltline length evident in the 
earliest stages with alliterative verse. 

The next step in our analysis of Ms. T involves. 
the distributional pattern of lexical!nonlexical 
syllables across ascending and descending half
lines. In Ms. B, the pattern is strikingly one of 
alternation with a high frequency of lexical syl
lables in caesural and rhyme positions and then 
alternating non lexical/lexical syllables as one 
moves back from the cadence-final verse posi
tions. A similar attempt with Ms. T is only partly 
successful. There is, to be sure, a high incidence 
of lexicality in the caesural and rhyme positions, 15 
but the positions preceding rhyme and caesura 
do not show the striking alternation evident in 
Ms. B. Granted, some slight alternation is ap
parent in the pattern for Ms. T, but it is not nearly 
so well defined as with Ms. B. Rather, in Ms. Tthe 
pattern of lexical syllables across the halfline 
appears to be less important than the number of 
lexical syllables per halfline. Table A below gives 
the distribution of halflines in Ms. T according to 
the number of lexical syllables per halfline. 

TABLE A 

The Distribution of Halflines in Ms. T 
According to the Number of Lexical Syllables per Halfline 

Number of Number of % of Total 
Lexical Syllables Halflines Halflines 

ZERO 4 2.1 
1 45 23.2 
2 113 58.2 
3 30 15.5 
4 2 1.0 

As is evident in Tabl'e A, there is a remarkable 
clustering of halflines with one or two lexical 
sy"ables (81.4%). This distribution is also what 
we would expect to find, though perhaps even 
more pronounced, in the halflinesof alliterative 
verse at the very beginning of the Germanic 
tradition. Thus, with respect tothe distribution of 
lexical/nonlexical sy"ables, we find that Ms. T 



appears to hark back to a much earli~r- stage, 
perhaps back to texts in transition from al'literative 
to end rhyme verse. 

Our prosodic comparison of Mss. T and B has 
revealed a number of interesting similarities and 
differences. Table B below summarizes the main 
pOints and indicates whether the differences 
suggest an earlier or later stage in the verse tra
dition for Ms. T. 

TABLE B 

MIDDLE DUTCH MS. T COMPARED TO MHG MS. B 

Similarities 
a) Minimal variations in halfline length. 
b) Longlines with end rhyme. 
c) High incidence of lexical syllables in caesural and rhyme 

positions. 

Differences 

a) Ms. T has caesural dots; Ms. B has rhyme dots. 
-» Ms. T suggests an earlier stage. 

b) Ms. T is organized by longline couplets; Ms. B is orga
nized by 4-line stanzas. 
-» Ms. T suggests an earlier stage. 

c) Ms. T focuses on the number of lexical syllables per 
halfline with most halflines showing a preference for one 
or two lexical syllables; Ms. B focuses on the distri
butional pattern of lexical syllables across the halfline 
with most halflines showing a preference for an alter
nating pattern. 
-» Ms. T suggests an earlier stage. 
Salmon, in considering the relationship be

tween the Middle Dutch Ms. T Fragments and 
the MHG Nibelungenlied, mentions the ~()ng
line couplets and brevity of presentation in Ms. 
T as possible indicators that this' manuscript re
presents an older text than that preserved in the 
MHG versions. For lack of further evidence, 
Salmon rejects the possibility that Ms. T harkens 
back to an independent Nibelungen tradition 
and opts instead to depict it as a poor translation 
from the 10 branch of MHG texts. Voorwinden, 
while rejecting Salmon's identification of the 10 
texts as a direct source for Ms. T, concurs in 
most other respects with Salmon's conclusions. 
My prosodic analysis of Mss. T and B reveals 
some significant differences in poetics. In every 
case, the differences suggest an earlier stage in 
the Germanic verse tradition for Ms. T than for 
Ms. B. Since it is not logical for a translation to 
precede its original, I suspect. we must regard 
Ms. T in a very different light. The Middle Dutch 
Fragments may seem a poor translation from 
the MHG Nibelungenlied and may show such 
a vague relationship to existing MHG manu
scripts simply because the Fragments are not 
translations from MHG originals. The Ms~ T 
Fragments suggest by the greater age of their 
prosodic characteristics that they may be 
descended from an early, now lost, Low Franco
nian tradition of heroic epic. 
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1 0Fragment I: ascending halflines 1-36 and descending 
halflines 63,67,70. Fragment II: ascending halflines 2-36, 
38 and descending halflines 59, 62, 65. 

11 Fragment II: ascending halflines 1 ,37 and descending 
halflines 1-2, 37. 

12Fragment I: ascending halflines 56, 71-72 and 
descending halflines 12-15. 

13Fragment I: ascending halflines 37-55, 56-70 and 
descending halflines 1-62, 64-66, 69-69, 71. Fragment II: 
ascending halflines 39-44, 46-48, 50-69, 71-72 and 
descending halflines 3-11,16-36,38-58,60-61,63-64,66-
72. 

14Wakefield, pp. 23-66. The final descending halfline in 
each Nibelungen stanza shows length and patterning dis
tinct from the other ascending and descending halflines in 
the stanza. For this reason, the comparison with Ms. T 
includes only the four ascending halflines and the firstthree 
descending of each Nibelungen stanza. 

15Wakefield. pp.27-42. 

161n the caesural position in Ms. T, 93.8% of all syllables 
are lexical syllables. In the rhyme position, the proportion of 
lexical syllables to all syllables is 89.2%. 


